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Creative Pages Contributors 

 

DR. ADRIAN MATT ZYTKOSKEE has taught writing in higher education and community 

settings for fifteen-years and is currently an English professor at the American University of 

Sharjah, UAE. His specialties include narrative medicine, life writing, group facilitation, and 

effective feedback practices. His mission is to help people process, navigate, and bear witness to 

human experiences through writing. azytkoskee@aus.edu 

 

JASMINA NAJJAR is an academic, author, Fellow of the Chartered Institute of Marketing, and 

Chartered Marketer. She’s been teaching academic writing, technical communication, business 

communication, and public speaking for more than twenty years and has impacted course-

specific and program-wide development as a Course Coordinator and Program Coordinator. 

Before joining the American University of Sharjah (AUS) as a Senior Instructor, she taught at 

the American University of Beirut (AUB) and was a journalist, editor-in-chief, and senior 

advertising creative with major pan-Arab accounts. She’s an editor of the 2nd and 3rd editions of 

AUB English Department's reader for academic writing, the author of Beirut Knights (2013), has 

poetry published in And We Choose Everything (2019), and creative nonfiction published in 

Beyond Shattered Glass (2022).  jnajjar@aus.edu 

 

JOHN W. GILBERT grew up in the Midwest in the Kansas City and Chicagoland areas. He 

attended university in New England at the University of Rhode Island where he received his BA 

in English Literature. He moved to Korea in 1996 and taught English Communication at Yonam 

College in Jinju and Dongguk University in Gyeongju. He left Korea and lived in the US and 

Thailand from 2012 until 2016. In 2016 he returned to Korea, this time to Busan, where he now 

teaches at Kyungsung University. He received his Cambridge CELTA in NYC in 1995 and his 

Master's in English from Tiffin University in Ohio in 2018. Roadfriend96@gmail.com 

 

KARTIK GANDHI is a marketing professional based in Melbourne, Australia. He has a 

master’s degree from Sydney Business School, University of Wollongong. He enjoys writing, 

playing the piano, and creating short films. His travels and interactions with people of different 

cultures has influenced his writing. kartikgandhi@hotmail.com 

 

KENNETH MAY is originally from Indianapolis, Indiana. He has lived abroad for twenty-

seven years. He is the founder and creative director of the Liquid Arts Network, a platform with 

a mission to present art, support artists, and connect communities. He was a member of the last 

Free People’s Poetry Workshop led by Etheridge Knight from 1989-1991 and currently serves as 

an assistant coordinator with various groups that preserve and promote Knight’s legacy. He has 

recently had work appear in Wrongdoing Magazine and the Happy Harpy Review and has a 

memoir forthcoming in an  anthology dedicated to his friend and mentor since 1988: Dear Yusef: 

Essays, Letters, and Poems For and About One Mr. Komunyakaa that is being published by 

Wesleyan University Press. He can be contacted via ig@liquidartsnetwork.com 

 

MICHAEL MELSON is a Wyoming-born artist from the coal mining town of Rock Springs. 

He currently lives and works in Busan, South Korea. He’s a cartoonist whose artwork orbits 

satire, sexuality, ugliness, the paranormal and occult. He uses comic illustration to make 

subversive and challenging topics easily consumable and discussable. ig@m.melson.com 
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MITCHELL MARINELLO, originally from Hillsboro, Oregon, has been an English teacher 

for 8 years across several countries. He is the multi-disciplinary creator of the rock operas 

Humanity's Crawl and the Andagainist Insurrection and an occasional writer of novellas and 

short stories. He currently resides in Vietnam. 

 

NATASHA V. BROODIE. Spanning over 10 years of humanitarian and human rights work 

within the United Nations system as a Programme Manager and Communications Advisor, 

Natasha is currently exploring new avenues in the arts and media sectors in various countries. As 

an interdisciplinary artist, Natasha works on publishing and producing creative content that 

highlights the experiences of the Black Diaspora. She authors informative books on career 

development, her first book called, "Give Me Tea, Please, Practical Ingredients for Tasteful 

Language," and submits her work to galleries, museums, international fellowships, and art 

residencies. Currently, she splits her time between Ecuador and New York as she completes her 

second book titled Swaggart: The Art of Professional Schmoozing at Job Interviews, in which 

she extensively details tips, strategies, and language nuances to use to ace your job interview. 

You can find more information about her upcoming book release in October 2023 on her 

website, www.LifeWithTheBigE.com. 

 

SEEMA JAIN is a bilingual poet, critic, translator, and editor, who has been the former Dean of 

Academics, Associate Professor, and Head of the PG Dept. of English at KMV Jalandhar, 

Punjab, India. She has been a Convenor and Chairperson for many international/national 

conferences and has widely presented and published research papers. She has authored five 

poetry books, edited two poetry collections (one for the Sahitya Akademi in India), two books of 

research papers, and translated two volumes of poems and two novels (one for the Sahitya 

Akademi in India).  Besides being housed in Stanford University’s digital archives on Life in 

Quarantine, her poems have appeared in nearly 100 anthologies and journals both in India and 

overseas. She is a recipient of many awards.  seemajain390@yahoo.in 

 

SHI WENJIE, Associate Professor in Applied Linguistics with affection for poems and music, 

works in the Central University of Finance and Economics, Beijing, China. With heart-felt love 

for natural scenery and cultural heritages, he bikes around Beijing in days sunny or rainy, 

shooting the skylines over the West Mountains or high-rises in downtown with his cell phone 

cameras as the lights build up and fade away. He writes verses for memory of the sights and 

sounds he comes across. wenjieshi@cufe.edu.cn 

 

DR. VIJAY SINGH THAKUR, Emeritus Professor of English, St. Aloysius College 

(Autonomous), Jabalpur, India, holds a Ph.D. degree in Applied Sociolinguistics. His published 

works include 3 books, 2 jointly edited books and 39 research papers in the fields of Applied 

Sociolinguistics, Discourse Stylistics, Cross-Cultural Pragmatics, and TESOL Pedagogy.  His 

creative publications include an anthology of Hindi poems titled Patton Ki Goad Me (In the Lap 

of Leaves) and a number of English poems in national and international anthologies. 

vijayoman@yahoo.co.in 

 


